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Parade’s End Piece for CW
Bill Finnegan (author of Tales from Finnegan’s Wake)

Were concertinas played in the streets of London on armistice night
1918?
Well they certainly were in the novel Parade’s End by Ford Maddox
Ford, which mentions them as a kind of counterpoint to a scene in
which two main characters argue--Mark Tietjens insisting Germany
must be punished severely and Valentine Wannop asserting there
had already been enough suffering. Subsequently Mark’s French
mistress, who was present, recalls the scene and thinks: “It was
singular the way those two discussed ‘the situation’ at three-thirty in
the morning. Well, nobody wanted to be asleep that night. Even in
that obscure street mobs went by, shouting and playing
concertinas.”
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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)
To begin with you will find the officer’s reports on
the following pages for the AGM on 18 October
2014. There are reports from the librarian,
membership secretary, secretary and editor.
Treasurer’s report was published in CW 458.
Some texts in this issue arrived after my deadline and the proof
reader has not been able to read all the texts for this reason since
she is on holiday now and we already gave it some extra time.
The music supplement is again included in the centre pages. A real
special this time from the library.
Since this publication is earlier than usual in the year it is now
possible to advertise more events nearer the date and also further
ahead. So do sent me information about your event however small
or large it is.
And of course reports and photos afterwards are very welcome.
A special thanks to those contributors who are now regularly
sending material which makes my work very pleasant.
Anyone who has interesting contributions about the history of the
concertina or more recent news. Do send me details with
photographs in colour.
For those writing text: Page format A5, font Verdana 10.
Quality of photos as high as possible.
Enjoy reading this issue and do let me have articles or items of
interest and music you would like to publish.

Pauline<>

Deadline next CW is 15 November 2014.
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This year's AGM will be held at 2pm on Saturday 18th October
2014 in the church room of St Margaret of Antioch, Wangford Road,
Reydon, SOUTHWOLD, Suffolk, IP18 6PB.
Members are of course entitled to attend without giving notice but it
would be very helpful if you could email
secretary@concertina.org about a week before the meeting to
indicate your intention to come and participate in the workshop. (see
Page 9)
Or do it right now if you are reasonably confident that you will be there!
Please send nominations for the posts of Librarian, Concertina World
Editor, Secretary, Membership Secretary, Webmaster and Treasurer
to the Secretary as above. You can use his postal address as in the
front of Concertina World if you prefer. You should get an
acknowledgement.
If you do not, contact the Chairman to ask what has gone wrong.
We also need nominations for the post of Auditor who is not a
member of the committee but ensures that the committee spend
your money properly. Nominations are also sought for ordinary
members of the committee. You can nominate yourself but do require
a proposer and seconder. It is very likely that an existing committee
member would be prepared to second you. We want to encourage
new members onto the committee. Do not be shy!
Meetings are normally conducted by telephone conference call at no
cost to yourself (and not very great cost to the ICA) so this is not
onerous.
Members resolutions for the AGM can be delivered to the Secretary up
to the start of the meeting but it would be helpful to have them in
advance.
Roger Gawley, secretary<>
The present members of the committee all are available to stand
again. No one has resigned. Reports on next pages. As well as more
Information about the AGM. PS
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ICA Secretary's report 2013/4
Roger Gawley
This seems to have been a problematic year for ICA members. Our
Librarian, Jeremy Hague has been homeless (moving house twice,
see librarian's report PS) for much of the year, our webmaster,
Michel van der Meiren, underwent heart surgery, Lesley Henniker
broke her leg and least of all, your secretary damaged his foot. Each
of these led to setbacks in ICA activities.
Those of you who were at the 2013 AGM will recall a presentation by
Alex Wade on the work she was doing with young people in schools
on concertina. We still hope that it may be possible to obtain a video
of their concert for the ICA website but this is bogged down in child
protection issues.
At this year's Swaledale Squeeze we held a "meet the committee"
session which gave us a chance to talk to a few members and
potential new members.
Our plans for a book to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the ICA
have made slow progress. We still hope to produce a retrospective.
We sponsored the CD by Blyde Lasses (See CW 454 and 455 in
2013). This generated much goodwill for the ICA. Francis Wilkins, one
of the Blyde Lasses, tutored at Swaledale this year which made for
interesting comparison with the CD and with her PICA article.
You will also have read in CW#458 that Allan Atlas has retired as
editor of our "academic" publication, PICA. One more edition,
PICA 10, is in the pipeline but it is unlikely that there will be another
after it. Our thanks are due to Allan for his work as editor over the
decade.
We have sent a copy of Concertina World to the British Library (and
also to EFDSS) for many years. We have been asked by ALDL,
representing the other copyright libraries, for copies. This may result
in the ICA becoming better known. In the longer term it is probable
that we will become part of a digitised archive.
One of the aims of the ICA is to encourage young players. You may
recall from Concertina World 447 that we awarded bursaries to two
young players to attend the Folkworks Durham Summer Schools.
Concertina World 459,
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One of them, Andy Parr, went on to the folk degree course at
Newcastle University. I attended his final year concert in May with
the intention of conducting an interview on his progress. The day
was chaotic and I had only brief words with him.
By the time you read this, Andy will be in Sweden on a one-year
course but he did turn up at the Durham Summer School this year
as a tutor for the "band with dance". My toe having recovered a bit,
I was dancing. We managed a brief interview on Thursday lunchtime.
This was more of a friendly chat than a formal interview and still
needs editing but it will appear in Concertina World or on the website.
Do you know any young concertina players? Let us have details and
if possible photographs.
Another project in hand but not yet available comes from a generous
offer from David Cornell. David is a superb singer and player of
Maccann Duet concertina. He also makes very good arrangements.
I found his freely-available Beginner's Set of Duet Concertina
Arrangements very helpful even though they are written for Maccann
Duet and I was trying to learn Hayden.
David can no longer play to his own standard but plans to make some
of his arrangements of popular tunes available via the ICA website.
There will be PDF files of David's arrangements and MP3 files of the
music played by Lesley Henniker.<>
Editor's Report 2013
Pauline de Snoo
The year 2013 has been long gone and we are well into 2014 already. The year 2013 ended with the December Concertina World
being sent out late and often arriving in January 2014. The delay in
printing and mailing, after I had completed my editorial work, which
I have been struggling with for several years was no longer acceptable for me. I am grateful to Jon McNamara who has done his utmost in all those years since I became editor but he was a too busy
man to ask all this work of him. Thus I set myself the task of finding
a new printer who was also willing to do the mailing. The result has
come to you three times by the time you read this.
The first two publications in 2014 were different for two reasons.
The first publisher unexpectedly packed up his business so I found
Concertina World 459,
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someone else. To my satisfaction so far. I will keep a close eye on
the actual production and the cost of it. The reactions have been
only positive. It has also led to a variety of contributions of articles
and music for the music supplement by many contributors who
stepped forward voluntarily or after I asked. All of this leading to a
better quality of content of the magazine.
I am pleased with this development and I hope to surprise all members even more in the future. From this you can deduce that I am
willing to continue as editor of Concertina World. Thus this report is
really a report covering a year and a half.
I sincerely hope that future AGMs will be nearer the beginning of a
new year rather than towards the end of it.
And I warmly welcome all contributions as always. Thank you very
much to all of those who have contributed in the past. <>
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
Jeremy Hague
Since my last report, I've sent a few hundred pages of music, with
requests for Henry Stanley arrangements coming at the top of the
ICA Library “hit parade”. The library listing can be a bit bewildering,
so I'm always open to requests from members asking for particular
types of music, or arrangements, and I can usually find something
for dot readers to enjoy.
In June 2013, the ICA welcomed Miyuki Miura and Miho Tohmatsu
and a party of Japanese concertina players to perform and meet
with British concertina players. The event was made possible with
the generous support of Valmai Goodyear and Bryan Creer and we
had a very memorable afternoon of tune swapping at the Elephant
and Castle in Lewes.
We've received some lovely donations to the library in the past year,
including photographs of the Royal Bartle Quartet kindly donated by
Rita Buttler and these have been reproduced in a recent newsletter.
Also, the ICA has just received a wonderful collection of music and
copies of Accordion World, incorporating The Concertina, donated
from the Estate of Northumbrian Pipe Player Forster Charlton, via
the Northumbrian Pipers' Society. Many thanks to Forster Charlton's
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the Society and ICA members Richard and Vivienne Heard for
arranging for the donation to be made. (More information on this
donation will be published in a future Concertina World).
Our Facebook page has 250 followers and please feel free to post
your concertina news and events.
The Library will be moving, with me, to a new home for the second
time this year. Conveniently located 10 minutes from the M1 in
Nottingham, you are always welcome to visit.
Membership Secretary's Report for 2013
Martin Henshaw
The Winter Concertina Worlds with the subscription paying in form
now going out on schedule has meant more subscriptions are
coming in earlier and by the end of February to mid March the
majority of members had paid.
Just before the Spring Concertina World with a further subscription
reminder went to post I emailed those members not having yet
paid. This resulted in most of the remaining subscriptions coming in.
Thereafter only a few more came in and they were mostly from new
members.
The subscriptions coming in via PayPal (mostly non-UK) are
reported to the Membership Secretary and the Treasurer
immediately on payment by PayPal and then get booked by me very
soon after. Cheques are also promptly booked in and are collected
together and sent in batches at about four to six week intervals to
be paid into the ICA account. This can lead to delay before members
see the cheque appear in their bank statement. The standing orders
payments are recorded when the monthly ICA bank statement
arrive.
If UK cheque payers would create standing orders to pay their
subscription it would simplify and speed up the booking in process.
The Membership Secretary and Treasurer have now been working
together for a number of years and the process works very well.
Some statistics for 2013:
340 members at year end, almost the same as 2012
Including 24 family members, 40 life members, 27 new members
and 22 lapsed members.
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We were notified of the sad loss of five members during the year:
Kevin Davis, JSD Middleton, Howard Rosenblum, John Bryden and
Brenda Puncher.<>
Treasurer’s report 2013 and outlook 2014 by
Paul McCann, May 2014 (published in CW 458)
Minutes of the AGM 2013 published in Concertina World 455,
June 2013
ICA AGM 2014 – Reydon, Southwold, Suffolk
Hello Everyone,
Gill Noppen-Spacie
In keeping with long established ICA policy of holding our AGM in
different parts of the country, this year please join us in the
delightful setting of Reydon, SOUTHWOLD, Suffolk. I hope as many
of you as possible can join us– please bring your families and
friends as the local area has much to offer for all ages & tastes. We
hope to have music on the Saturday night too, & possibly a group
meal. The AGM & pre-AGM workshops will be held in the Church
Room of St Margaret of Antioch, Wangford Road, Reydon,
SOUTHWOLD, IP18 6PB. The Church Room is at the rear of the
Church, and there’s a door directly into it. The kettle will be on &
biscuits ready. The accessible toilet is right next door to it.
The Grade II* listed Church, has a ring of 6 bells, & dates back to
the Middle Ages, but was much restored in the late C19. The
Church Room was built in 1988, with comfortable seating in a
hexagonal (concertina shape!) room, with a mini kitchen. (Our
Sunday worship is at 9.30, all welcome. Coffee afterwards).
Travelling by CAR from Southwold, take the B1126 signposted
“Wangford”, and the Church car park is adjacent to the Cemetery
and offers ample free parking. Alternatively, if coming from the A12
in either direction take the B1126 through Wangford, and follows
the signs for Reydon and Southwold. The Church will then be found
on your LEFT after 2 miles.
My house (no 3 Church Cottages, Wangford Road, IP186PB) is the
far end of the row of 3 immediately next to the Church on the
Wangford side, and has a double width gravel driveway (and a large
red summerhouse in the garden, overlooking the fields). Telephone
me on: 01502 722866 or mobile 07801 104068 if you have any
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queries or need directions.
If coming by public transport, the no 62 Bus runs a regular service
along the Wangford road, and stops nearby too, (ask for the
Church, or the Cemetery). The Southwold Shuttle bus connects
Reydon & Southwold. Buses connect to Beccles, Bungay,
Halesworth, Ipswich, Lowestoft & Norwich. For anyone coming by
TRAIN, the nearest station is at Brampton (4 miles), but Halesworth
(9 miles) offers better facilities. It’s on the line between Ipswich
and Lowestoft, & connects to London & Norwich. For anyone
coming from Europe, you can fly direct into Norwich from
Amsterdam, or sail from the Hook of Holland to Harwich, and drive
up the East Anglian coast, or catch the train. (When we took our
concertinas to Holland to play for the Sheffield City Giants at the
800th Anniversary of the city of Bergen op Zoom we sailed from
Harwich, and it was a very good and simple route).
I’m delighted that Anglo whizz Roger Digby will be leading our preAGM all-system workshops, and we hope that Steve and Mary
Dickinson (aka Wheatsone Concertinas) may join us too (dependant
on imminent arrival of latest grandchild!).
For non-playing family and friends, Southwold and area offer a host
of things to do and see – & ways to spend money, whether on the
various Pier Entertainments (I rather like the “Bash the Banker”
machine!), shops, cafes, as well as ample opportunity for retail
therapy in the town itself with a wide range of mostly small
independent shops: Daddy Longlegs (clothing and shoes), Denny,
Collen and Claire, Gun Hill Clothing, Jenvey, Fat Face, Joules, Crew,
& others. 3 bookshops, Wells –independent bookshop with large
selection of classical, jazz & folk CDs too; W H Smiths & newly
opened “Southwold Books” aka Waterstones; plus lots more shops jewellers, greengrocers, butchers, etc & Mumfords “Aladdin’s Cave”
independent ironmongers – plus many more….and the supporting
services, banks, Post Office, even a cottage hospital. Parking is
mostly FREE and ample at this time of year.
Eating and Drinking are a pleasure in Southwold – you’re spoilt for
choice, with a large range of establishments from small independent
artisan bakers (Two Magpies – who do scrumptious oven fired pizzas
on Saturday nights), Nutter’s Deli, through to larger options.
There’s a cornucopia of Coffee Shops, & cafes (I especially like
“51”on the High St), and for something special, try AA 5*
“Sutherland House” restaurant and rooms, which specialises in
seafood.
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During our 30+ months in Suffolk, we’ve only had one indifferent
meal (in Aldeburgh), food & drink are generally excellent, & locally
sourced (caught, grown or reared) where possible. Local brewer,
Adnams, is one of the largest employers and in addition to the
Brewery tours you can eat in the “Adnams Cellar Kitchen”, and buy
those little kitchen items you didn’t know you needed, or sample the
various drinks.
For those staying the weekend, the larger hotels, “The Swan”, “The
Crown”, “The Blyth Hotel” all offer high quality accommodation, food
and drink, but there are choices to suit all budgets. We particularly
like “The Randolph” – on Wangford Road, Reydon, with 10 en-suite
rooms, excellent food and ales; “The Harbour” – down on the
Harbour, enjoy delicious food and watch the boats – regular Folk
Sessions here too. “The 5 Bells” in nearby Wrentham, has superb
food, plus rooms, & a small caravan/campsite with full facilities.
“The Angel”, in Wangford, also has excellent food and ale, plus
rooms. There are plenty of options for those wishing to camp or
caravan….or even sail your own boat and moor in the harbour
beside the Harbour Inn. Most places are dog friendly some allow
dogs in rooms (eg: The Anchor, Walberswick)
For culture – Southwold has an Amber Museum & shop, The Alfred
Corry Museum, Sailors’ Reading Room (Maritime interest),
Southwold Museum – plus a Lighthouse offering tours, and there’s a
passenger ferry over the River Blyth to nearby Walberswick (much
favoured by various members of the Freud family, closely associated
with the area for decades and still involved in the local summer
theatre). The small town has a Theatre, and independent cinema.
Characteristic of Southwold itself are the large open greens, (after
the devastating fire in 1659) and the spacious Common. Another
feature are the cannons – commemorating the bloody but indecisive
1672 naval Battle of Sole Bay (English v Dutch), fought at sea
around Southwold. From most points in the town you can enjoy
panoramic views out to sea, and across the River Blyth & down the
coast (Sizewell Nuclear Power Station just visible – another major
employer in the area), across the reedbeds to the rolling fields.
Although once a thriving fishing port, few working boats remain, but
the myriad fishermans cottages and huts are keenly sought after
(and eye-wateringly priced!). For birdwatchers, we’re within easy
reach of the RSPB reserves at Minsmere and Dunwich. Children (of
all ages) can enjoy the sandy beaches, and the paddling pool – or
perhaps hire bikes and venture further afield.
I hope to meet as many of you as possible in Southwold next
month, try these for more details Continued on page 29:
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CONNIE AND CONRAD visit Hawkwood
As I said last time, HAWKWOOD and Woodstock have a lot in common.
Both are outstanding well known places, and both are the scenes of
outstanding musical extravaganza. As a place, Hawkwood is an
award-winning College set on the wooded slopes of the Stroud
Valleys: just over the hill from where Laurie Lee had that Cider with
Rosie. Every January it becomes the venue for the English National
Concertina Band. I told Conrad not to call it that, as it makes it
sound on a par with the English National Opera. So what, he said,
it's just like opera but with Concertinas.
Unlike many other Concertinas gatherings, Hawkwood concentrates
solely on the Concertina Band effect. Forty or so people playing as
a band using the whole range of English concertinas from the high
sopranos right through to those low down single-action basses –
monsters of the deep! Music for the weekend is eclectic beyond
belief – never thought you could play that on a concertina, kind of
thing. Famous film scores, classical overtures, pre classical court
music, popular marches, all genres – a wide diversity to equal and
surpass the legendary concertina bands of the early 1900's.
The weekend is organized by that doyenne of detail Jenny Cox.
Known the world over for her dedication to the English Concertina.
Not a detail is left unattended. With all the different pieces, and all
the different places to sit each time, no scrambling for places to sit,
it's a relief to be given a piece of paper detailing what and where
throughout the whole weekend. And if you lose it? There's a big
chart on the wall. Everything to put one at ease. T, our owner
operating-agent, takes us two concertinas there most years. I'm
sure he makes certain of a booking just because he likes the food,
but more of the food later if there's opportunity.
The music is directed by Mr. Steve Ellis. He's an internationally
known band leader who has travelled far and wide, he's a Greek-style
peripatetic music teacher, as well as a trumpet player of much
renown. No he doesn't play the Concertina – just happy to demand
the sound he wants and leave it up to the instrumentalists to respond
accordingly. Dave Townsend is generally on hand if technical
demands are not stringently met. His highlight each year must be
the opportunity to demonstrate the expediency of alternate fingering
on repeated notes, and the additional clarity it affords. He does it
Concertina World 459,
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so convincingly.
Mr. Ellis is ultra patient, he's so knowledgeable. He explains things
very clearly. Even when things go hopelessly wrong he still keeps
his cool, and urges another try with such humour and kindness.
He's really wonderful. He makes the whole weekend. Conrad likes
him too, but his macho style stifles his true expression, so he just
makes silly, immature comments like “Well, anyone should be able
to play one of those trumpet things – after all they've only got three
buttons to press down, not 48 like a Concertina”. 'Simples'. I tell
Conrad to keep such nonsense to himself. It doesn't become him.
Just playing music in the big band, rather than trying to learn six
new techniques, idioms or traditions, is really heaven, a dream come
true, especially with Steve leading us towards our goal. Conrad
counts it as his best, a whole weekend with his other baritone
friends. I always spend my time among the trebles, able to
concentrate on the music, and of course listening to every word
that the lovely Steve has to say.
Conrad's all comfortable in the deep end, amongst friends old and
new. A Friday night to start us off. The Magnificent Seven, at full
speed with all the syncopated, broken rhythm. No time to stop,
start, or even blink. T starts to go all frenetic – bellows, fingers all
amok. Conrad has the right response and soon reigns him in.
Bellows don't make the music go faster, just more erratic.
Calm and under control the rhythm becomes clearer, just the first
note of each bar if necessary, or the emphasised segments. And
listen to those on either side. Soon Conrad brings those wayward
fingers under control, no more the multi bashing of what Professor
Andy Lyddiatt graphically calls those officious “bystanders”.
Conrad says he wishes he'd thought of that phrase, so do I.
Conrad has a whole weekend of playing, right up his street.
Whether with T, or being played by other participants, he enjoys the
complete atmosphere. During the coffee and meal breaks, generally
Baritones are left on the table on the right, and Basses
(bless their hearts) all ready for action on the left. Now is the
chance for Conrad to meet old friends, brag to new ones, and try
and envy, without anyone noticing, instruments that may otherwise
outshine him. He's not really like that in essence, he has what most
operating agents seem to refer to as body self-awareness.
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He'll wait there quite contentedly during lunch, till someone else
needing a baritone will find him available. Last time, he came back
in raptures convinced he had been in the hands of an angel. I knew
what he meant, the lady in question is a true musician, with slender
pianist's fingers, and a calm personality. In true E.U. style, there
is a very charitable free movement of workers, in this case Baritone
and Bass concertinas. If you don't have one, you don't need one for
Hawkwood. It's your opportunity to try and enjoy. But having
done so you may be tempted. In which case now is a golden
opportunity to examine and sample the various sizes, types and
ranges, so you have an ideal preference when it's time to search
out to buy.
Instrument range preferences and all the printed music is provided
well beforehand, in time for the necessary home practice.
The music is often fast and furious, not only the syncopated
percussion of The Magnificent Seven, or the concerted clamour of
the Arrival of the Queen of Sheba. However, Deep River brings
calming relaxation, and then it's concentration on Waves of the
Danube.
The food is “Nonpareil” to use a Concertina phrase, and communal
meals add to the sociability and networking (shaking hands with
new faces, as they say!). Sleeping accommodation is single,
double or small groups. Conrad says tell them that means rooms
not beds. Thank goodness not everyone gets carried away like him!
No need for the Winnebago, and far too cold for a tent!
Late in the evening there may be visiting artists, manufacturers,
etc., and not forgetting that repair man extraordinaire David Elliott.
Like Glastonbury, Hawkwood is overbooked each year, so an early
chat with Jenny Cox is essential, as well as a real ability to read
music and play to a high standard. <>
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He Thinks He's Invisible: Simon Thoumire and
Ian Carr CD Review
Peter Dyson
Simon Thoumire (English concertina) and Ian Carr
(guitar) first recorded together on the album
“Hootz” back in 1990. Since then, both musicians
have continued to play and record. Ian Carr with the Kathryn Tickell
Band, Karen Tweed, Swap, Two Duos, Andy Cutting, and the Kate
Rusby Band; Simon with the Simon Thoumire Three, Keep It Up,
and as a duo with pianist David Milligan.
And then, in 2013 after an appearance
at the 30th Anniversary of the
Shetland Folk Festival in 2010, they
recorded this CD, “He Thinks He's
Invisible”, together.
Some of the tunes on the CD are
traditional, others by well-known
composers, but most of them were
written by Ian. It might take you a
moment or two to recognise their
version of the Dave Richardson (Boys
of the Lough) tune “Calliope House” –
nobody else plays it quite like this!
After two fairly conventional tunes to start the CD, things really get
moving with some biblically-quick playing from both musicians, odd
cross-rhythms and unexpected harmonies, improvised additions and
variations to the tunes, all played with the manic intensity of two
musicians totally in synch with each other; everything you would
expect from a Thoumire/Carr recording. But when they decide to
play it straight, as they do on the two Ian Carr waltzes, “Dave
Verrill's Waltz” and “Betty Verrill's Waltz”, they can be lyrical and
completely captivating.
As far as concertina playing is concerned, you will hear some of the
shortest, fastest notes played on any recent recording, and you will
also hear some of the longest held, sustained notes. Both players
make excellent use of dynamics as each instrument allows. One
thing is certain, you will never fall asleep while this recording is
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Music supplement special from the library:
CLEMENTINE WARD
Jeremy Hague
The ICA Library is a unique collection of music specially written or
arranged for the concertina. Most of the published music dates from
the mid to late 19th Century and provides an interesting history of
the style of playing from that era and the group of musicians who
were the first to promote and popularise the instrument. When a
piece of music, “A Romance for Aeola, Concertina or Violin” by
Clementine Ward came up for sale recently I was intrigued to learn
more about the composer.
The library already held two pieces of music by a John C. Ward,
arrangements of Chopin's Nocturne in E flat and a Medley Overture
of English tunes, and I wondered if there was any connection with
Clementine. A brief search on the internet revealed there was –
Clementine was the daughter of John Charles. Indeed, there are
records of them living together at their home “Retreat” on
Haverstock Hill in London.
J.C. Ward (1835-1919) was from a musical family. His two sisters
and brother were well-known musicians. Interestingly, his sister
Eliza A. Ward toured as the pianist for the Swedish opera singer
Jenny Lind – I'm sure many of your will know the Polka named after
her. J.C Ward was one of the very early players of the English
Concertina. An organ player by profession and also the assistant
conductor of the Henry Leslie Choir, John was taught concertina by
George Case and made his debut at Crosby Hall in 1846. He was
also a composer of at least six pieces for the concertina (further
information can be found in Allan W. Atlas (2009) Victorian Music for
the Concertina). In Professor McCann's “The Concertinist's Guide” of
1888, J.C. Ward is described as playing in a quartet with Mr.
Richard Blagrove and the Messrs. Chidley on treble, tenor and bass
concertinas. This was also recounted on the pink Wheatstone price
lists used by the company for many years. John also appears to
have been an ardent vegetarian, and was the founding director of
“The Vegetarian Choir” which first performed at Crystal Palace on
the 16th September 1897. (Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 1)
With such a famous concertina playing father, it is unsurprising that
Clementine was also a proficient concertina player. There are
several newspaper records of her performances, including a concert
in November in 1881 organised by “The London School of Voice
Cultivation” at Exeter Hall, for which her performance was described
by the reporter, as “one of the successes of the night”. Like her
father, she also earned an income both as a teacher of the
concertina and as an organist; Brown and Stratton's 1897 Dictionary
of Musical Artists, Authors and Composers, notes that Clementine
was the resident organist at St. Saviour's Hospital, Osnaburg Street
London. Clementine was also a well respected composer of
operettas and children's 'action songs'. The British Library has a
large collection of her published music including “The Dolls House
Party” and “Princess Ju Ju” – a Japanese operetta in three acts.
Newspaper reports from across the UK, suggest that her music was
widely played and was very popular; it is tempting to think that
Clementine was the Lloyd Webber of her day! As we are currently
remembering WW1, it is interesting to note that Clementine had a
number of patriotic songs published during the war years, examples
include: “Knit! Knit! Knit! A War Action Song for Girls”, “Our Khakki
Daddy” and “The Cornfields of Old England”.
Clementine's “Romance” is a pretty piece and is reproduced in this
music supplement. As with much of the concertina music of the era,
it was published with a piano accompaniment, but the melody works
quite well without it. Despite her prolific output, this appears to be
the only music that Clementine Ward wrote for the concertina and I
hope you enjoy it.<>
See following pages for the republished version.
Your editor is working at the moment of editing on a recording of
this piece. A link will appear on the ICA website, facebook page and
twitter acoount. PS
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playing on your music player.
For more information about the two players, see their individual web
sites at: www.simonthoumire.com
or:

www.iancarrguitar.com

You will also find a complete track listing on Simon's web site. This
recording is available as a download or as a CD from:

http://footstompinrecords.bandcamp.com/album/hethinks-hes-invisible
and from amazon and iTunes. There are several excellent videos of
the two musicians playing together available on YouTube. <>

CD review: “Concertina Scape – contemporary music for
Wheatstone’s concertina 1985 to 2004”
Pauline de Snoo – English concertina
Chris van de Kuilen – piano
Katrien Verheijden – vocals
Paul Walker
Within 70 seconds of loading this CD, I was aware that I’d stumbled
across what I consider a ground-breaking album. One that, without
fuss, bypasses all the hyperbole, by delivering music written and
played by the concertina, for 20th century and 21st century sensibilities.
Of the eight compositions on the CD
only two were written pre the
Millennium; however it says little for
my awareness of the music scene in
that the CD was produced in 2008 and
so it’s taken me six years to find out
and enjoy it.
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The concertina player is Pauline de Snoo – ably and dexterously accompanied by Chris van de Kuilen on piano. Two songs are interpreted by Katrien Verheijden. I love traditional folk ballads, but
these songs deal with 21st-century existence without the triteness
of a pop song.
It’s difficult to describe the genres: at a
guess I’d say modern jazz/classical. Chord
progressions and melodic structures are
unfamiliar, whilst the full range of the 48
key English concertina is used. Even the
bat squeaks at the top of the keyboard!
The CD reminds me in parts of “Escalator
over the Hill” by Carla Bley. Yet it is not
remote or dissonant.
The melodies and tempo are far from folk music, or my usual listening fare- roots rock rhythms. It’s a source of regret to me that the
concertina is so little utilised in this area, although the bands playing
in Bolivia and South Africa encourage me to look for more.
The playing throughout is expert; recording is crystal clear and the
timbre of the concertina is a delight. One track is reminiscent of a
French accordion, in others its metal ended tone is mercury bright,
rising and falling on melodies that are emotional without being melodramatic or hackneyed. Even dense concertina chords, which can
be spoiled on some models/boxes by overtones, ring true.
I only have one complaint – why has it taken so long for a follow-up
CD!
Pauline de Snoo is self-effacing as regards credits on the sleeve.
However this CD is a tour-de-force by her: the playing staccato or
legato where required. Her style is fluid yet classically restrained –
not the easiest thing to do on the English concertina.
I’m aware of no other CD that so clearly states, “Composers – you
have another voice, another colour in your palate; the concertina is
ready to express jazz and modern classical, whatever genre you
choose to express yourself in.”
The CD is available from Concertina-Academy
(http://www.concertina-academy.com). <>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX
Paul Walker
YOUTUBE is a wonderful creation. At the click of a
mouse, you can be a guest at an Irish house party, transported to Bolivia or looking through a
collection of prize 78s. And all for free.
For Internet novices: Google YouTube; then type
in the artiste’s name opposite the icon that looks like a magnifying
glass.
Ella Mae O'Dwyer on concertinaMrs Ella Mae O'Dwyer, né Quill, from Athea in West Limerick (later
of Ardgroom Co. Cork), playing a fling, followed by two reels, Toss
the Feathers and Drowsy Maggie. Recorded in Cork in November
1982.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPDM-2seKpA)
PRIMER AMOR (Concertina Boliviana. cueca)el maestro SINFORIANO JIMENEZ playing what looks like an
Edeophone;
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSEVKQk1Ru0)
Die Vier Ooms - Die Cradock Settees- recorded from a South African
radio programme in 1982: The Four Old Guys, playing anglos
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3pl_THPw2M)
Caitlí Nic Gabhann & Ciará Ó Maonaigh - "American Polka"-HD - Live
from a house concert in upstate New York, young musicians Caitlí
and Ciará perform a tune very popular in Ireland currently,
reminiscent of a circus theme.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUoU61kpy08)
Bramwell Thornett - Salvation Army Concertina Solo (1940)- Glory to
God in the highest-sublime.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKv1_-BIFBs)
Thanks to Harry Scurfield Anglo wiz, for the last link and his
Swaledale Squeeze Sunday morning workshops for inspiration.<>
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My University Course
Anne Gregson
I had been writing a regular article in Concertina World about the BA
in music I was studying for at Bath Spa University. However
eventually I got so wrapped up in the course that I forgot all about
Concertina World so I’m afraid I’ve missed the last few editions.
I did the course part-time taking 6 years over a 3 year course. I
have finally graduated with a first class BA honours degree in music.
The reason I started
writing regular articles in
Concertina World was in
order to encourage other
people who might have
wished they’d studied
music when they were
young to do the same
thing. It’s never too late.
You don’t necessarily need
to have grade 8 in an
instrument or even A level
music if you are a mature student: I have neither. If you can prove
that you have the musicality and experience to do the course they
may well accept you. I can definitely recommend doing it part-time
to give yourself the time to put the work in and get the most out of
the course. The lecturers have been really helpful and encouraging
and I felt that they all wanted me to do well.
The main reason I did the course was to help me with composing.
It’s certainly done that and I’ve also learned a lot of other things on
the way. The really good news is that I’ve now been accepted to do
a Masters degree in composition. The Masters course is designed so
that it can be done either full or part-time and students are
encouraged to do it part-time, over two years, if possible as they
can have more tuition and gain more from the course that way. As
you probably guessed I’ll take two years over it. So this time I’ll be
in good company as most of the Masters students will be doing the
same as me.
Here is a quick resume of some of the highlights of the course and
my main achievements over the last six years:
I sang with the university choir and madrigal group and played the
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gamelan and learnt to sing several classical songs.
I wrote several essays which taught me skills in researching and
also to write in an academic style suitable for articles in journals. I
wrote a dissertation on English Christmas carols, which you are
welcome to read and it can be found at
http://www.concertina.info/carols/files/the_english_christmas_carol.
pdf.
I performed a music psychology experiment in which I tested
members of local community choirs to find out whether they could
learn a tune more easily if they heard it as an instrumental or as a
song, sung with words. My hypothesis was that the words would
help them to remember the tune. However the results showed that
there was no significant difference.
I collaborated with a media studies student providing the music for
three short films she produced about Somerset legends. These can
be found on the official tourism website for Somerset at
http://www.visitsomerset.co.uk/visitorinformation/videos/somerset-folklore.
I learned to write for various ensembles including full orchestra,
string quartets, unaccompanied voices in harmony, solo voice with
piano accompaniment and a visiting ensemble consisting of piano,
violin and clarinet (a lovely combination). I think my greatest
achievement was my short opera ‘Make Room for Mummers’ based
on a mummers play. I described this in more detail in one of my
earlier articles. We performed the opera at the university as part of
Bath Fringe Festival and also at Chippenham Folk Festival in 2012
with a mixture of students and other friends. It was a great success
so we performed it again in January 2014 (this time the balance of
singers and musicians was more from outside the university) at
Bradford Roots Festival at the Wiltshire Music Centre. For this
performance I managed to get two concertinas, a treble and
baritone, into the band. Unfortunately my St George (the very
talented Tim Graham) went down with laryngitis so I had to play St
George myself, and I must admit that I made a better job of it than
I expected to. Some of the cast are now encouraging me to write
another opera: I wonder what I should write it about this time? You
can listen to a few of my works, including part of the opera, on my
website at http://annegregson.wordpress.com/music/. In fact a
recording of the whole opera ‘Make Room For Mummers’ is available
as a CD which you can buy online for £6.00 plus £1.50 P&P by
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going to the Fiery Dragon Folk Opera Company web site
http://www.fierydragon.org.uk/ and clicking on the picture of the
CD cover at the bottom of the page. Alternatively you can simply
phone me or Chris Timson on 01225 864706 or email
chris@concertina.info.
Occasionally a famous composer will visit the university and talk
about their music. These have included Howard Skempton, Gavin
Bryars, Graham Fitkin and Judith Weir. I described in detail in an
earlier Concertina World that I played my Wheatstone baritone
concertina as part of a small group of musicians led by the
composer Judith Weir improvising with an Indian storyteller called
Vayu Naidu performing at Bath Festival. Judith Weir has recently
taken over from Peter Maxwell-Davis as Master of the Queen’s
music.
During my time at university I tried to get students interested in the
concertina and took many opportunities to play it in front of them.
For example I wrote a short piece for concertina and piano which I
performed with a student who was an excellent pianist. Although as
far as I know none of the students have taken up the concertina as
a result of my efforts it seems to have had an impact on the staff:
one of the composition professors has taken up the English
concertina as a result of hearing me play and the musicology
lecturer and early music expert has started playing his wife’s
concertina. I’ve also managed to get a couple of students to become
regulars at our English music session in Bath, and one of those
students is now part way through the composition course I’m about
to start. I have realized that in a music course everyone brings
something into the mix and we learn from each other as well as
what we are taught as part of the course. I like to think that my
concertina playing, folk songs and tunes and my compositions,
especially the opera, have all contributed to the course and to the
musical experience and knowledge of my fellow students and also of
the lecturers.
I can well recommend doing a BA music course part-time as a
mature student, especially if, like me, there is a college or university
within easy reach of your home that does such a course.
I’m really looking forward to getting stuck into the composition
course now. Roll on the Autumn. I’ll let you all know how I get
on.<>
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Ron Marks: 27th February 1933
John Adey

23rd May 2014

Ron Marks;
photograph by
Claire Wren

Those members of ICA who had any involvement with West Country
Concertina Players at any time during the last 25 years will probably
remember Ron Marks, one of WCCP’s stalwarts during that time.
Sadly Ron died in May of this year following routine surgery. His
passing is a huge loss to those of us who were fortunate enough to
know him and to play alongside him.
Ron served on the WCCP committee for much of his time as a
member, perhaps most noticeably from 2000 to 2004 when he
served as chairman and was a key figure in guiding the club through
what was, initially, a difficult time.
Ron’s gentle, unassuming manner belied his competence on the
English Concertina and his love of the instrument. He was a founder
member, along with his wife Maggie, of the prize winning Junction
25 band as well as a regular participant in WCCP’s bi-monthly
workshops. Latterly he was very involved in establishing and
organising J25’s ‘Banding Together’ residential weekends at Seal
Hayne in Devon. Another outlet for his playing, and one that gave
him enormous pleasure, was with ‘The Dartington Morris Men’,
On a personal note, it was Ron who first put a concertina into my
hands and ushered me into the back of a beginner’s class at the
WCCP’s Simouth workshops 24 years ago.
His passing is a great loss to all who knew him and I sure
members would wish to echo my sympathies to Maggie, sons Brian
and Stephen and their families.<>
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Douce's free reed instrument patent
Johan de With
On January 22 this year a certain ‘chromaduet’ posed some
questions on a forum in www.concertina.net, mainly about a French
patent of Louis Douce of Paris, concerning a free reed instrument
with hand-bellows.
They were:
- Was this the first unisonoric instrument of this kind?
- Was, possibly, Charles Wheatstone influenced by this design?
How was Douce’s keyboard layout, and was it related to the
later B- and C-keyboards of the chromatic button accordion?
Was there a link with the keyboards of the later pianoaccordion designs of Bouton and Matthäus Bauer?
Pierre Monichon (1985) states that Douce’s patent consists of
143 pages; has anybody ever seen this patent?
I found the manuscript concerned on the internet (http://basesbrevets19e-inpi,fr/index.asp?page=rechercheRapide ); unfortunately
with some pages missing, very slovenly hand-written and in Douce’s
own non-standard French, so it took me some weeks trying to find
some answers. Alas, I soon discovered that in the meantime the
webmaster had suddenly closed the debate on this topic, without
giving any reason. I tried to reopen it, but was promptly denied
access to the website; forever, I suppose.
However, here is what I found out:
In the years 1840-1842 Louis Douce asked for and got 6 patents
(one original and 5 additions) on his free reed instrument with
bellows, which he called ‘Harmonieux’.
Now I doubt if you could call the instrument unisonoric. That word
seems to imply keys with pairs of reeds of the same pitch. But
Douce used only one reed for each key, by constructing a pair of
bellows producing only pressure, not suction. They were positioned
on both sides of the keyboard, and connected in such a way that
one always opened when the other one was being shut. Automatic
valves saw to it that neither of them could suck air out of the box
containing the reeds, only blow air into it. As there was only one
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reed per key, you could call it ‘monosonoric’, rather than
‘unisonoric’. The only exception is the so-called ‘harmonie’: the
simple accompaniment with only Tonic and Dominant (bass and
chord) in C major. That was still bisonoric (2 keys) in the first
version, and became unisonoric (4 keys) from the second one on.
The French Wikipedia (http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accordéon) is at
best incomplete by writing that Douce ‘dépose un brevet […] en
1841’, he applied for it in 1840, and got permission to use it in
1841.
Pierre Monichon (1925-2006) was wrong in his statement, in his
1985 book (L’Accordéon, ed. Van de Velde / Payot Lausanne, p.54), that
Douce’s ‘brevet’ has 143 handwritten pages. The first one has 27
(originally 30, but 3 of them are missing), and the total number of
pages in this ‘brevet’ and the five ‘additions’ to it is 153. Douce’s
design shows a total of 70 keys, comprising almost 6 chromatically
filled octaves. The extended version for the left hand has 4 keys:
bass and chord for Tonic and Dominant in C major.
In an earlier book of his, of 1971 (also called L’Accordéon, Presses
Universitaires de France, Paris), Monichon mentions (p.42) in this
context a certain ‘C.Wender’, as having tried, in 1842, to develop
the left hand keyboard of the ‘accordéon’. This is true, although it
still only comprises 8 keys, and on the right hand 24; the inventor,
however, is called Ernest Wender (source: the already mentioned
rechercheRapide on internet)
I cannot imagine that Douce’s rather amateurish approach to
abolish the disadvantages of bisonority could have influenced
Charles Wheatstone’s much more professional development of the
English concertina. Besides, I think that Wheatstone introduced his
‘double action’, including unisonority, much earlier than November
1840. It is true, however, that he proposed, in his 1844 patent
(‘Improvements in the Action of the Concertina, &c, p.6, line 27 to p.7, line
11), a design using only one reed for both directions of the wind.

But, like Douce’s attempts to do this, it didn’t meet with any
success.
The keyboard layout of Douce’s instrument was clearly developed
from that of the then existing French ‘accordéon’. Essentially each of
the two rows of that design was doubled: one for the notes
originally available on opening the bellows, the other for those on
closing them, so there were 4 rows in total.
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This has, as far as I can see, no link whatsoever with the later Cand B-keyboard types of the unisonoric chromatic button accordion,
and still less, if possible, with the piano keyboard system of
Matthäus Bauer, although Douce in his last ‘addition’ of 1842 says
that the button system can be replaced with a piano keyboard. I
doubt very much whether Bauer knew this.
And Bouton? Monichon tells us, in his 1971 book (p. 60), that
Philippe-Joseph Bouton only introduced to the two-row ‘accordéon’ a
kind of (oblong) keys like that of the piano instead of the usual
buttons, alternating white (first row) and black (second row), but
that the instrument remained bisonoric. It is clear that changing
only the form of the keys in such an instrument has nothing in
common, whatsoever, with the system of keyboard-layout of the
piano itself, although Monichon gives a sketch of it under the name
of ‘Accordéon-piano’. On the other hand Bouton asked, in
September 1852 (source: the same rechercheRapide on internet), for
a patent on an instrument called ‘accordéon-piano’, with a real
piano keyboard, and not in the least bisonoric: it is a kind of
(monosonoric) small harmonium, very much like the ‘harmoniflûte’
of the same time, with the exception of a handle for the left hand
for moving the bellows. Where has Monichon got his information on
the keyboard-layout of a bisonoric instrument with the same name,
invented by the same man, and in the same year?
What I could not find out was: does anybody know for certain in
which year Charles Wheatstone introduced double-action (with
unisonority) to his free-reed instruments? <>
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Lewes Saturday Folk Club Workshop No 199
JODY KRUSKAL

www.jodykruskal.com
US OLD-TIME & VINTAGE MUSIC for all concertina systems
Saturday 15th November 2014 10.45 a.m.- 4.45 p.m. Places
£35
Elephant & Castle White Hill Lewes BN7 2DJ
Direct from Brooklyn NY, Jody is a
master of the unruly Anglo concertina,
squeezing out vintage US tunes and
songs that are hilarious, gritty and true
- about train wrecks, wrecked
marriages, Death Row convicts,
lonesome lovers, heroes, losers,
braggarts and idlers, often with strong
bluesy flavours and fine choruses.
The workshop will present a few
American old-time songs and tunes for
learning, simple techniques to get that
American sound and develop elements of style and accompaniment.
Also, participants are asked to prepare a song or tune of their choice
(it doesn’t have to be American) to present to the group.
Some music will be sent out in advance.
JODY KRUSKAL PERFORMS AT LEWES SATURDAY FOLK CLUB IN
THE EVENING
(£7; advance tickets available from address at the end of this form)
Provisional Timetable
10.45 Registration and coffee; order lunch (refreshments not
included)
11.00 Learn a few American old-time tunes that sound great on
any squeezebox.
12.30

Lunch

13.30 American style and accompaniment techniques that fit the
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new tunes we’ve learned.
15.00

Tea/coffee

15.15 - 16.45 Everyone gets a chance to present a tune or song for
creative comments and suggestions.
N.B. Booking is recommended as numbers are limited. Maps and
accommodation lists will be sent on request.
JODY KRUSKAL US OLD-TIME & VINTAGE MUSIC WORKSHOP
for all concertina systems
Saturday 15th November 2014
BOOKING FORM
I enclose a cheque for £35.00 for workshop fees (refreshments not
included).
Name:
Address:

<>
More details around AGM location continued from page 11:
Southwold Tourist Information Office: Tel: 01502 722978. Website:
www.visit-southwold.co.uk
The Randolph: Tel: 01502 723603 email:
reception@therandolph.co.uk
Durrants holiday lettings: tel 01502 723292 email:
holidaycottages@durrants.com www.durrants.com
Southwold lettings: tel 01502 725409 www.southwoldlettings.com
Heritage Hideaways: tel 01502 724782
www.heritagehideaways.com
www.simplysouthwold.com
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FOR SALE
Wheatstone Aeola Tenor-Treble English Concertina, No. 31918
56 Keys. Raised metal ends.
New bellows
New straps
Complete action overhaul – all
springs, pads, bushings etc.
All valves replaced, reeds cleaned and
carefully tuned/voiced to concert
pitch.
One year guarantee.
£3,000
UK sale only
Tel: 0115 926 0297 Alan Davies <>
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For your agenda:

Annual General Meeting
International Concertina Association (ICA)
Saturday 18 October 2014
Reydon, Southwold, Suffolk

*****************************
WEST COUNTRY CONCERTINA PLAYERS
RESIDENTIAL WEEKEND AT KILVE
Kilve Court, Somerset

17th - 19th

October 2014

******************************
Lewes Saturday Folk Club Workshop No 199
JODY KRUSKAL
US OLD-TIME & VINTAGE MUSIC for all concertina systems
Saturday 15th. November 2014 10.45 a.m.- 4.45 p.m

******************************
WCCP RESIDENTIAL WEEKEND
AT KILVE COURT BRIDGWATER
MARCH 20th-22nd 2015
******************************
Details of these events inside this magazine
www.concertina.org

